THE TIME HAS COME by Timothy G. Beckley

We can open our windows, walk proudly onto the street, kiss people we haven’t kissed for months, and get on with our lives.

Which means, dear buddy, you need to buy a book!

Seriously, we haven’t had an issue out in a long while though we have been taking care of our “regulars,” who continue to order through the mail via credit card, PayPal or with checks/money orders.

We appreciate your patronage and hope you have enjoyed our books and products because we have a bunch of new offers, which you will find nestled within these mighty pages.

Many order through Amazon and that’s fine as well, though we like to keep in touch with you personally. Those on the net get Tim Swartz’s Conspiracy Journal online which is a weekly update on our activities. Lots of podcasts and appearances on Coast to Coast AM with George Knapp and George Noory.

WHAT’S NEW YOU ASK?

O—DULCE WARRIORS — What in God’s name is going on underground in this NM hell hole supposedly taken over by a group of creepy, crawly, greys? MKUltra. Underground rail and tunnel system exposed.

O—ALIEN LIVES MATTER — IT’S OK TO BE GREY — Tables are turned as aliens are shot at, run over, molested and chased helter skelter. Plus, is there a Black UFO Experience? Historical overview of unsung heroes. Our magus opus.

O—PERSONALITY UNMASKED — Wm Oribello tells you how to know what others are thinking about you.

O—REAL LIFE TRANSFORMATION OF DIANE TESSMAN — Famous abductee/channeler travels the world to discover what makes her tick, and why the ET/Time Travelers are interested in her.

O—SOLVING THE MYSTERIES OF SPACE, TIME, UFOS — Space Goddess reveals secrets of cosmic occultism.

O—UFOS, ARMAGEDDON, AND BIBLICAL REVELATIONS — Christ in the clouds. Marian phenomena. What on earth is going to happen next?

And there is, good friends, more to see under the “big tent,” so pull the flap to the Matrix aside and join us in a parallel dimension where it isn’t necessarily all fun and games, and almost anything goes.
DULCE WARRIORS

ALIENS BATTLE FOR EARTH'S DOMINATION


New breakthrough on the “suicide” of Blue Beret’s whistle blower Philip Schneider whose underground battle in the alien bunkers of Dulce, NM, has been heatedly debated. "Even before the reign of Philip of Macedon, “ the ancient Roman philosopher Seneca wrote in his “Questions of Nature,” “Men forced their way into caverns, where it is impossible to tell the day from the night, and penetrated to the deepest hiding places. They saw great rushing rivers and vast still lakes, sights that made them tremble with horror.

“They descended to a world where the whole of nature is reversed. The land hung above their heads while winds whistled hollowly in the shadows. In the depths, frightful rivers lead no where into perpetual and alien night. After accomplishing so much, these men now lived in fear, having tempted the fires of hell. “

Caverns have always exacted a magnetic hold on the human spirit. Speleologists say, no other experience comes close to crawling in tube-like tunnels in the guts of the earth. Even the casual visitor to a tourist cave is enthralled by cathedral-sized subterranean domes and chambers.

☐ Order DULCE WARRIORS for a torturous journey beneath the earth – regardless of any possible explanation you except. $22.00 + $5

DID YOU MISS THE ORIGINAL?

☐ DULCE WARS by Branton and Commander X

In the corner of a small town in America’s Southwest something very strange is going down. An alien “Fifth Column” is active there, preparing our total conquest through implantations and mind control – $22.00

☐ Both Dulce Books $38.00 + $6 S/H

WHY WE’RE NOT INTERESTED IN LIGHTS IN THE SKY!

☐ DEJA VU UFOS – OVER AND OVER AGAIN – $20 + $5 S/H
Strange deja vu aspect of UFOs – When the unexplained happens over and over again. True tales of shape shifting, skin walkers, star gates, and curious phenomena that happens repeatedly. Is the practice of Native American black magick responsible for the bizarre phenomena on Skin Walker Ranch? - 383 large format pages –

☐ TIM SWARTZ’S BOOK OF INCREDIBLE ALIEN ENCOUNTERS —$22 + $5 S/H


NEW “COLLECTORS FORMAT”- SPECIAL HARDCOVER EDITIONS OF “DEJA VU” & “ALIEN ENCOUNTERS” - $39.95 EACH $5 S/H

All Items Available From: Timothy G. Beckley, 11 East 30th St., 4R, NY NY 10016
646 331-6777 for Credit cards – mrufo8@hotmail for Paypal
Many books have been written about UFOs. Some focus on sightings, others on close encounters, or even abduction experiences. It’s rare to find one that includes all these categories, but also focuses on the life experience of the individual whose very existence has been drastically altered due to the dynamic nature of this phenomena.

The honey blonde, green eyed UFO experiencer underwent a series of face-to-face contacts with her “Special One” at an early age. This unique relationship resulted in a bonding between a cosmic and an earthly soul. Their relationship has lasted all of Diane’s life leading to wisdom about the nature of the universe, including space and time travel.

This work is a unique, inspiring, fun adventure which offers personal, never before documented, alien and paranormal experiences of a UFO abductee, channel, researcher, and world explorer.

For example, Diane embarked on a metaphysical quest which took her to Ireland to live for 5 years; in her new book, we learn of her experiences with ghosts at the mansion ruins called Summerhill House, and of her personal explorations in the mystical Irish countryside with its phantoms, holy wells, burned-out castles, and mystical Celt vibrations.

Now more biographical in nature, Diane has built an entirely new book around the bestselling original TRANSFORMATION, which she wrote in 1983 (also included in this new work as bonus material). For the first time, Diane recalls having had two childhood abductions with a voyager of the galaxy named Tibus; he then channeled through Diane for THE TRANSFORMATION, becoming one of the most popular and respected voices speaking about space and time. Tibus continues to share his consciousness, offering enlightened messages, warnings, and predictions, and has been pivotal as Diane’s career and lifetime have unfolded.

In THE TRANSFORMATION OF DIANE TESSMAN, personal UFO and paranormal memories are shared from each place she has lived, from the Virgin Islands, where she taught school, to Florida, where paranormal activity preceded the tragic Skyway Bridge collapse of 1980, to George Van Tassel’s Giant Rock “time travel machine” in the Mojave Desert.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF DIANE TESSMAN is objective scientific research from Diane, who was with both MUFON and APRO, on the nature and source of ghosts, on the possibility that some UFO occupants are time travelers from Earth, and on the five types of propulsion aliens use to travel to Earth from distant worlds. Also, respected Ufologist Rich Hoffman reveals what the Chief Medical Officer of Wright Patterson Air Force Base shared with him as to the probable home world of the crashed saucer victims.
Some Call These Cases Mere, “Urban Legends,”
But In Shocking Contrast — They Are “All Too Real!”

Over 20 of the world’s leading UFOlogists establish that humans have done battle with aliens over and over again, shooting at them, molesting them, hitting them, running them over, unleashing dogs upon them, and injuring — and even killing them — through any means possible, as humans try to combat their fear of the unknown.

In multiple instances, the aliens have fought back on land, in the air and in the sea. They have sought revenge, and more often than not, gotten it, as these documented cases illustrate.

Here are over a hundred reports of the strangest close encounters with humanoids who have been known to use “excessive force” to defend themselves — such as in the case of a NY hunter whose rifle was ripped from his hands, the barrel twisted like a pretzel, and then handed back to the stunned participant in this very bizarre other-worldly skirmish.

EXCLUSIVE!!! — There is also the legendary crash landing of a UFO in Kingman, AZ, described by prominent historian Harry Drew. This sobering case involves 8 UFOs maneuvering themselves in the sky in combat position over the town. Apparently, they were returning to find any survivors of their doomed craft that had been “shot down” and crashed in the desert, and to protect themselves should they be attacked openly once again. Two human-looking alien survivors were accused of having caused a destructive forest fire, and later escaped from “protective custody,” while being held in a secure underground jail cell.

—**Diane Tessman reveals instances in which aliens were captured and held behind the military’s “enemy lines.” Some were later “executed” and their cadavers supposedly dissected for “scientific purposes.” —**MUFON’s Tennessee State Director Angelia Sheer, provides evidence that a group of harassed ET’s somehow mysteriously “removed” the live ammunition from the magazines of rifle totting sportsmen. —**Albert Rosales’ 13 “unlucky UFO” skirmishes between humans and aliens who felt they were being overtly harassed is revealed!

IS THERE A BLACK UFO EXPERIENCE?

The second part of the book’s “mission,” is to dispel the concept held by many that African-Americans are not prone to have UFO experiences or to hold a belief or interest in the subject. Prof. Stephen Finley of the University of Louisiana, explains how UFOs are part of the overall “Black experience.” These are the unheralded “patriots of UFOlogy.” Everyone realizes that Betty and Barney Hill were an interracial couple. But hardly anyone knows, as David Halperin points out, that they thought about taking a concealed revolver into the craft as they were being abducted by aliens. Did their abductors use a form of mind control, preventing them from doing so, perhaps to make certain no one — alien or human — was harmed?

At 3.5 lbs, “Alien Lives Matter — It’s OK To Be Grey,” is positioned to become an indispensable tool for UFO Disclosure, providing evidence that aliens have the same aspirations for bodily preservation, and adversity toward death, as humans do! This is not a coffee table book - this is the coffee table at over 3.5 lbs.

“ALIEN LIVES MATTER: IT’S OK TO BE GREY” — $22.00 + $5 S/H
Timothy G. Beckley, 11 East 30th St., - 4R — NY NY 10016
This wonderful book was written using telepathy as the medium of communications by a Dakini — or “a space and time traveler residing in another dimension.” It is for those seeking the ultimate truth about cosmic mysteries.

This is NOT your ordinary channeled book! Though you can believe it is if you so desire and don’t wish to “go all the way,” and believe that a real Sky Goddess put these magic words onto paper. For you see, these in-depth transmissions, these remarkable essays, were brought into our space and time — our world as it were — by an advanced entity known as a Dakini, which simply put means, “She Who Can Fly.” A Dakini is a Sky Goddess, a Space Goer, or Space Dancer who guides humans along the path to enlightenment, most often in regard to the exact nature of the universe and its vast domains.

The world Dakini inhabits includes parallel dimensions and all individual universal time zones and curves and dilations. While connected with elements of both white and black magic, on the positive side this powerful spirit can remove physical hindrances and spiritual obstacles such as those associated with pride and ego.

“THE MYSTERIES OF SPACE, TIME AND UFOS,” covers such topics as Flying Saucers, (now known as UAPs) Angels (without wings), Demons and other Occult subjects. The supernatural being only the unknown sciences yet to be rationalized by the academic communities because of “unclear thinking.” This book contains facts about the secrecy and suppression of such subjects as religion, psychiatry, physics and outer and inner space. As a text book on life and death in the universe, it will bring release from fear. It will answer such questions as **What is Atomic Fusion?** —** What is an apport? —** What really happened to the early space contactees who were so popular in the Fifties and Sixties and went out on a limb to tell their intriguing stories of communicating with extraterrestrials?

The entity that is Dakini says it is time we knew the truth about Inner Space and the Divine Intelligence which will ultimately enable humans to abandon any hatred they may harbor toward one another. This work constitutes a feverish attempt – before it is too late – to explore and explain the cosmic laws to men and women of all faiths living in all nations around our planet. In addition to these remarkable essays by a “space goddess,” material from the vault of the late Tibetan lama, T. Lobsang Rampa, further fortifies this timely text with stories of his trips to other planets and meetings with the galactic overlords. Channeler and UFO experiencer, Diane Tessman, adds additional words of wisdom, as does publisher Tim Beckley, and researcher Tim R. Swartz.

Order — “Solved: The Mysteries Of Time, Space, And UFOs”
— Large format, 360 pages. $22.00 + $5 S/H
From: TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY, 11 EAST 30 ST., 4R, NY NY 10016
EXPLORE THE HOLLOW
AND INNER EARTH
DISCOVER ADMIRAL BYRD’S SECRET
EXPEDITIONS — NAZI TIME TRAVELERS—
MYSTERIOUS LANDS BEYOND THE
POLES — UNDERGROUND CHAMBERS
OCCUPIED BY MUTANT CREATURES

Check Desired Titles Or List
On Order Form Or In Letter.

#1 □ OUR HOLLOW EARTH: AN INNER WORLD PARADISE OR A GATEWAY TO HELL? — $20.00. Forgotten for centuries, this is a rare reprint of the first volume on the Inner Earth by Norwegian scholar Ludwig Hoberg. Tales of 15 foot giants, hideous monsters, and reptilians.

#2 □ REALITY OF THE INNER EARTH: RETURN TO THE CAVERNS WITH RICHARD SHAVER — $16.00. Features Margaret Storm’s “I’ve Been Inside The Caves.” Learn about Ancient Death Rays aimed at surface dwellers to create havoc — Holographic Projections that create false illusions and are responsible for unexplained appearances of UFOs.

#3 □ INNER EARTH AND OUTER SPACE PEOPLE — $20.00. A minister’s view. Censored by the Church. Who pilots the UFOs? Are they here to help or harm? Are they demons or angels? In Biblical times a protective canopy circled the planet.

#4 □ RICHARD SHAVER’S CHILLING TALES FROM THE INNER EARTH — $20.00. Nightmare stories of subterranean treachery. Inner world said to be populated — at least partially — by a mentally impaired race of deformed, sadistic, cannibalistic creatures known as Dero.

#5 □ ETIDORPHA: STRANGE HISTORY OF A MYSTERIOUS BEING AND AN INCREDIBLE JOURNEY INSIDE THE EARTH — $22.00. All text and illustrations restored. A most chilling supernatural journey to a world unknown to humanity — made by a secret society member. Meet the blind “supermen” of the future.

#6 □ SMOKY GOD AND OTHER INNER EARTH MYSTERIES: UPDATED/EXPANDED EDITION — $22.00. Ours is the only 365 page edition. An amazing journey by Norwegians to an ice free world. Plus The first interview ever with the princess of the underground city beneath Mount Shasta. And, a full description of the Agharta network, its major cities, languages, government, transportation.

#7 □ FINDING LOST ATLANTIS INSIDE THE EARTH — $20.00. Britian’s 8th Earl of Clancarty offers panoramic narrative of legends and myths, telling of gods that come from outer space. They also fought terrible wars, and made grotesque monsters and giants with reptilian legs (and bodies), that turned upon the gods themselves.

#8 □ THE SECRET LOST DIARY OF ADMIRAL BYRD AND THE PHANTOM OF THE POLES — $22.00. Only we have the complete story with the inside information with diary notes plus rare manuscript from 1908. Why you should believe there is something very strange going on at the poles. Scientific evidence.

#9 □ SECRET EXPLOITS OF ADMIRAL BYRD: THE HOLLOW EARTH. NAZI OCCULTISM. SECRET SOCIETIES. AND JFK ASSASSINATION — $22.00. Title says it all. Our most relevant book on the topic. Must read!

#10 □ NAZI UFO TIME TRAVELERS — $20.00. Beware of the Nazi “wonder weapons” in our sky! Nazi scientists develop “Die Glocke (“The Bell”) as a time travel device with help of Nordic-looking star beings. Danger afoot!

□ SUPER SPECIAL — ALL TEN BOOKS — $169.00 + $13 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, 11 EAST 30 ST., 4R, NY NY 10016
See More Than 300 Kindle and Print Books at Amazon.com
THE CRYSTAL POWER ROD AS A "WISH MACHINE"
Also Known Widely As The COSMIC GENERATOR, this device is believed to have originated in Atlantis and supposedly operates with energy generated by the operator’s mind, amplified by emotions, feelings, desires. Once amplified, these “wishes” can be projected over vast distances to influence others.

WISH MACHINES – MIND MACHINES
They come in various forms and are known as Radionics, Ociloclasts, or Hieronymous Machines, Detector Rods, Symbolic Machines or, put most simply, Black Boxes, regardless of their appearance.

SUPER SECRET DOSSIER INCLUDED
WITH YOUR POWER ROD
Your Crystal Power Rod (may vary slightly from illustration) and Mind Machine Study Guide is sold as a unit for $85.00 + $5.00 S/H and is obtainable only from:
Timothy G. Beckley • 11 East 30th Street, 4R
New York, New York 10016
A GREAT COSMIC MYSTERY REVEALED!
THIS IS THE GREATEST CONSPIRACY ON EARTH.

This planet is a cosmic laboratory - and we are but guinea pigs to those who have kept us as prisoners on earth.

Each year an estimated 850,000 Americans are reported missing. Exactly where do they go?

A military intelligence operative known as Commander X goes behind the scenes to provide BREAKING NEWS on a vast variety of conspiracies that are hidden because they are said to be “Fake News,” when in reality they are issues that would be troubling to us all if we only knew more about them.

Not long ago a leading British scientist confirmed the existence of “The Controllers.” He was quoted as having said: “Human beings are simply pawns in the games of alien minds that control our every move. Our whole life and the complete existence of the universe is at the whim of the creatures that hold fantastic mental powers over us.” This secret dossier is proof that humankind continues to wage all out battle with those who have kept us as their slaves since the beginning of time.

They are: **— The Soulless Ones.** **— The Elders.** **— The Illuminati.** **— The Grays.** **— The Counterfeit Race. “They have, says the author, kept us in human bondage” by: **— Controlling our minds.** **— Planting imperfect thoughts in our heads.** **— Kidnapping humans.** **— Impregnating women.** **— Causing global warfare and ethnic hatred.** **— Creating a false economic system, and assassinating and replacing our most trusted spiritual leaders, rulers and elected officials.

This highly classified report also contains the previous unpublished “SOM-1 UFO Retrieval Manual given to those military personnel responsible for removing the wreckage of crashed UFOs and the bodies of surviving or deceased aliens that have been shot down or fallen from the sky. This book exposes the true nature and danger of our current world situation and reveals how we may take the Earth back, rid of the planet of these sinister beings, live a more fruitful existence and learn to live in peace and harmony with all positive forces throughout the universe.

Order THE CONTROLLERS, EXPANDED EDITION – $22.00 + $5.00 S/H

AMERICA’S TOP SECRET TREATY WITH THE ETs: PLUS THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF OUR TIME
Is the “treaty” a false flag? — Part of a disinformation campaign? Or some CIA sponsored “Smoke Screen?”

They arrived without our knowledge or consent and told our military leaders they came in peace for the benefit of humankind, and would gladly start an exchange program with the people of the planet earth which could lead to a “Golden Age.” We wholeheartedly believed them and agreed to the “Treaty” almost without any sort of protest. Then they began to abduct our women! Then they returned for our children! Soon after they began to rape the earth’s resources! And it became apparent they ultimately wanted to control our minds and capture our souls for their selfish reasons, some too horrific to comprehend.

Order TOP SECRET TREATY—$20.00 + $5.00 S/H

SCANDALS OF THE POPES—INCLUDING POPE JOAN
Goes deep inside Vatican to reveal the secrets and scandals of the Popes throughout history. Insiders claim Satanists are in control of the Vatican. There are many scandals involving UFOs, aliens and the Church. The Vatican has tried to cover up the fact that a woman was once elected as a Pope — in error! Includes the strange “End of the World” prophecies of Saint Malachi, banned by Bishops.

Video shot inside the Vatican. Add $15.00 for this special hour presentation produced by Tim Beckley shot with "hidden camera!"

Order SCANDALS OF THE POPES—$20.00 + $6.00 S/H

SUPER SPECIAL – ALL 3 BOOKS THIS ADVT. JUST $50 + $8 S/H OR $62.00 WITH THE VIDEO
Timothy G. Beckley, 11 East 30 St., 4R, NY NY 10016
We are involved in global warfare. Big Brother has us under his thumb. His use of electronic and mind control harassment operates at the speed of light and can torture, maim and kill us all! Someone is watching us day and night. Perhaps through our TV screens. Definitely 24/7 on the telephone. And how about that unmarked black helicopter or the satellite that passes over at the same time every day? Also included is the story of internationally-known model Candy Jones. As the British researcher explains in the Fortean Times, “Deeply perverted sexuality appears to have been an implicit element in the covert agenda. She was frequently stripped, put to bed, drugged, hypnotized and tortured by various parties. She was put onto medical examination tables and suffered Gestapo-like interrogations.” Furthermore, Sean Casteel takes us deep into the UFO abduction phenomenon and whether UFO encounters are all they seem to be on the surface. Are they part of some weird off-world mind control program? — $22.00

Researchers Tracy Twyman, Nick Redfern, and Commander X reveal the unimaginable rape, torture and bloody rituals of leading politicians involved in child abuse rings, use of the dark side of the occult, drug running and human sacrifices. What is the truth about PROJECT MONARCH and the insanity affairs of the most powerful people in the world? Can we believe anything they tell us when you consider that many would like to turn us into human Sex Slaves. An acknowledged classic. — $22.00

Commander X and Tim Swartz say there is no denying that the powers that be can subliminally implant thoughts into a person’s mind to control their actions, even utilizing telephones by impressing a coded message while negotiating with an individual. One of the most recent devices in this program of deception is the use of unmarked helicopters as a form of electronic mind control harassment. — $20.00

Famed Sci Fi/Conspiracy novelist — “Total Recall” — says we are living in the Matrix as part of a computer simulation and that our destiny may be governed by an intelligence who has the ability to control our life. VALIS, as he calls this intelligence, offers symbolic clues that we are living in multiple “parallel worlds” and other dimensions simultaneously. John Keel, Charles Fort and Jacques Vallee hold similar concepts. Ties in with past lives, UFOs, mysterious deaths. Paranormal phenomena. Occultism. Even religion! Over 425 large format pages. Profusely illustrated — $24.00

SUPER SPECIAL: All items this page (4 books) $74.00 + $8 S/H

Timothy Beckley, 11 East 30th Street, 4R, NY NY 10016 • PayPal and Orders mrufo8@hotmail.com
Lessons On How You Can Become A Mystical Utopian “Superman”... Here is a 'very private' training course in the mental and physical control of others. In 1925 a rare set of books were released by a controversial occultist and ‘Utopian Movement’ founder who sought to create a Nazi-like racial “superman” through the development of occult powers.

Edmund Shaftesbury (pseudonym of Webster Edgerly) saw his followers as the founding members of a new race free from “impurities,” and advocated bizarre teachings which included a “correct diet,” as well as mental and physical exercises which could give them control over others.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO CREATE A GENETICALLY PERFECT RACE? ... Hitler thought so and sent a team from the SS to find a Lost Civilization in the Himalayas whose descendants from Atlantis were known for their superhuman mental powers ... In 1926, Stalin instructed the Soviet Union’s top animal-breeding expert: “I want a new invincible human being, insensitive to pain, resistance and indifferent about the quality of food they eat.” Stalin’s goal was to create a secret race of hybrid creatures that combined the intelligence of human beings with the physical strength of a Gorilla. ... The author preceded these notorious historical figures, shaping a formula to elevate mankind to “Superhuman” status, utilizing what today we might consider to be the DARK SIDE OF THE OCCULT. We DO NOT advocate these theories, but they were supported by Rockefeller and others in the USA at one time! 600+ pages. Very large format.

- With Updated Material By Nick Redfern — $59.95 + $8 S/H
TAKE HOME A HALF DOZEN— OR MORE! —OF OUR MOST CONTROVERSIAL BOOKS

DON’T FEAR THE REAPER!

For those who fear the left hand path, we provide these humble offerings from “the one” often represented as a robed skeleton with a scythe—the Grim Reaper so named because he is believed to “reap” the souls of the living, thus robbing them of life. He is also known as Death, La Muerte, The Fourth Horseman of the Apocalypse and He Who Rides the Pale Horse. You have been warned to delve carefully. But if you must, check off the desired titles and send payment—BEFORE ITS TOO LATE!

# 1  ROUND TRIP TO HELL IN A FLYING SAUCER – $20.00

# 2  A NAIL IN THE SIDE OF YOUR COFFIN - $15.00
Morgellons and Red mercury Plagues could be the final nail in the coffin of humanity that could place you six feet under! The medical and scientific professions say its all a big hoax, that it is impossible for wires and black threads to be poking through your skin, and that the Russians CAN’T be walking around with a mysterious red substance in their attache cases that could pollute the air and kill millions.

# 3  WICKED THIS WAY COMES – $21.95
The Ultra-Terrestrials possess various characteristics in common with spirits, from the dark corridors of demonology, and have been known to produce the same sort of phenomena at UFO landing sites as you would find in a haunted house or at a seance. Their feats are definitely ungodly.

# 4  AMITYVILLE AND BEYOND! - $20.00
Six people were murdered, their blood splattered around this infamous home on Long Island. But the story of demons and poltergeist are much more intriguing and encompass a wide spectrum of related phenomena from crawling lights, to hideous monsters, to voices on your TV set! Tim Beckley, Paul Eno and others explore the “dark side” of the supernatural.

# 5  EVIL EMPIRE OF THE ETS AND ULTRA-TERRESTRIALS – $21.95
Tim Beckley, Dr Karla Turner, Brad and Sherry Steiger, Sean Casteel tell tales of unbelievable aggression: “The creatures were hostile and went into attack modes several times, putting up dense fogs. One time when they stopped; It was like a backwards tornado coming from the mouth of the leader of the ships. It was like a ray that he was sending down a funnel. He did it five times, then he left…” 286 pages—large format.

# 6  CURSE OF THE MEN IN BLACK: RETURN OF UFO TERRORISTS – $20.00
By Timothy Green Beckley with John Stuart—One by one they have given up their research - perhaps even their lives! — forced to go underground because of threats from the shadowy beings. Are these individuals government agents gone amuck or sinister aliens? Satanic representatives?

□  SUPER SPECIAL – 6 BOOKS PLUS BONUS DVD - $99.00 + $10.00 S/H

TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, 11 East 30th Street, 4R, NY, NY 10016 • PayPal and Orders: mrufo8@hotmail.com
FULL COLOR EDITIONS FROM THE LAND OF OZ
Add some color to your life. These books are printed in full color on quality paper.

#1  ❑ THE OCCULT SAGA OF WALLI ELMARK: THE ROCK AND ROLL WITCH OF NEW YORK – $25.00
WICCA – The Occult – UFOs – Celebrity Gossip and Rock Music. A tale of New York’s bedazzling white witch and the music scene of the 1970s. Plus some magickal spells for love, money and success. This is the compelling story of a beautiful witch who saved the life of “possessed” David Bowie, and cast a spell on pop stars and high profile celebrities during this most historical period. Memoirs of Tim Beckley who tells this exciting story first hand as he lived it.

#2  ❑ UFO SPIN DOCTORS: PROOF ALIENS CAN BE DETRIMENTAL TO YOUR WELL BEING – $25.00
No matter how explicit the evidence for a particular case may be, your hard nose skeptic say there is a “logical explanation,” that that craft that crashed in the woods was actually just a meteor (even if it shot back up into the sky). Dozens of “weird encounters,” including incredible Men In Black case investigated by Dr. Berthold E Schwarz.

#3  ❑ BIZARRE AND UNEXPLAINED WORLDS: PORTALS TO OTHER DIMENSIONS – $25.00
We know shadow governmental agencies have long been responsible for massive “disinformation campaigns.” But there is an element of “sex and saucers” which you probably never heard of. Some aliens have even come here to “suck your blood!” This includes bizarre cattle mutilations, the chupacabras, and eyewitness accounts from South America of bloody human mutilations. And this is only the beginning. Just turn the 200 plus pages, view the dramatic color photos, and become transfixed.

#4  ❑ THE SECRET UFO CONTACTS OF PAUL VILLA: INTERPLANETARY VISITORS FROM COMA BERENICES - $25.00
Shocking full color photo album of over 100 pages. Some UFOlogists believe these pix are more authentic than those of Billy Meier. Here is amazing pictorial evidence of UFOs over earth and ongoing encounters with Ets as experienced by a humble man from rural NM. Some of the objects are actually shown on the ground. His home was destroyed because he knew too much about space beings!

❑ Add $50.00 – SPECIAL MAGICK KIT – BE YOUR OWN WITCH.
Great Starter kit of #1 WICCA Pentagram Necklace. #2 – Golden Opportunities Spiritual Oils – # 3 Mixed Bag Of Magical Herbs. Blessed Be!

❑ 4 COLOR BOOK SPECIAL – $89.00 + $8.00 S/H – WITH WICCA KIT $139.00 +$10 S/H

See order form for postage and handling for single and multiple orders
Timothy G. Beckley • 11 East 30 St., 4R, NY NY 10016
Paypal to mrufo8@hotmail.com • credit cards 646 331-6777 (leave message)
THE TRUTH AT LAST! HARD-TO-FIND BOOKS
RADIONICS BOX • RUNE STONES • TREE OF LIFE

THE COMPLETE SPIRITUAL OILS KIT —
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES CAN BE YOURS WITH JUST
A DAB OR TWO

When you need it the most, simply apply a pinch of occult oil behind your ear, or add it to your spell or ritual to draw down love, money, luck, good health and protection into your life. Here are over 500 magical oils to choose from with an equal number of spells, recipes and rituals. These oils enhance the ability to connect with spirit realms, arch angels and promote more positive dreams and enhance individual visionary powers. Can be worn as a “spell perfume.” Oil Kit includes workbook and study guide by Maria D’Andrea and 5 bottles of oil (2 drams each) to be used positively.

Brand and types of oils may vary.
OILS KIT JUST — $39.95 + $5.00 S/H

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE RUNE STONES — WITH
YOUR OWN POUCH OF 24 STONES FOR DIVINATION

Created by the Nordic and Germanic tribes of northern Europe, the runes began as a magickal system of pictographs representing the forces and objects in nature. This complete guidebook and kit will help you discover the oracular nature of the runes and how to use them as a magickal tool for insight, protection, and luck. Practical and concise, this kit includes 24 Rune Stones in pouch with guidebook that gives: **— Complete descriptions of the runes of the Elder Futhark, plus Wyrd, the blank rune. ++—Four rune layouts and detailed rune interpretations, including reversed position meanings. +—How to carve runes and create talismans. **—Special uses of the runes in magick. Texture and type of stones varies.

YOUR BOOK AND KIT — $39.99 + $5 S/H

14 LESSONS — “VENUSIAN HEALTH SCIENCE” AND
“VENUSIAN SECRET SCIENCE”
WITH BONUS “TELOLITH” CRYSTAL

These rare courses have arrived from other worldly sources via telepathic communications from more advanced souls living on a higher, more evolved, vibrational plane which cannot be detected through scientific methods. Michael X Barton was one of the most credible of the UFO contactees. The end result are two wonderful study courses in one volume. Subjects Revealed:

**—How to activate two-way thought communications: talking on your own mental radio and using mental vision. **—Unleashing our inner cosmic qualities. **—Progressing from planet to planet, from life to life. **—Manifesting life’s multiple levels. **—The vitality elixirs — good health tips from the Cosmic Lifetronic Healing Center.

Fabulous study guide comes with “Telolith” Crystal which enhances your chance to “speak” with angelic-like beings from higher dimensions.

Crystals are approximately one inch. Colors may vary.
BOOK AND CRYSTAL $39.00 + $5 S/H

BLACK BOX
THE MOST ECONOMICAL
MODEL AVAILABLE ANYWHERE

Other Rife, Harmonious or Radionics Machines sell for $2,000 or more! Ours is the most economical, yet most powerful available. Includes comprehensive, “Mind Machines” book, and a dossier of scientific research describing its capabilities. No medical claims made. For experimental purposes. Actual boxes are custom-made and will vary.

ECONOMY MODEL—$329
FREE SHIPPING

TREE OF LIFE PENDANT ENERGY ACCUMULATOR

The Tree Of Life was understood by Old Testament prophets as an energy accumulator. This beautiful, individually crafted pendant is cast in silver with ten faceted stones. It acts to amplify your deepest desires, broadcasting them to the highest powers to bring awareness, wisdom and knowledge. Casts a deep reflection of the eternal mysteries. In the Kabbalah, the Tree Of Life represents a “telephone” to the heavens. Includes pendant, study guide and 70-minute audio CD. Designs, stones and settings may vary.

TREE OF LIFE PENDANT—$149 + $5 S/H

Check desired items. Include your name, postal address and ZIP. Check, Money Order or PayPal to Tim Beckley, 11 East 30th Street, #4R, New York, NY 10016. Secure Phone: 646-331-6777. Speak slowly and clearly name, address, items desired.

Timothy G. Beckley • 11 East 30 St., 4R, NY NY 10016 Paypal to mrufo8@hotmail.com
Credit cards 646 331-6777 (leave message)
Two Items For Serious Students Of
The Occult & Metaphysics Presented By A Master
Teacher From The Atlantian Mystic Lodge

DragonStar


# 1. PERSONAL DESTINY
READING AND BLESSINGS KIT

Supercharged blessings for personal empowerment. Prepare to get your MOJO into high gear. Send birth information and two questions and Dragonstar will prepare a special blessing kit just for you and reveal your life's destiny. — $100.00

# 2. LIFE STUDY COURSE

Become a verified parapsychologist and receive a "degree" from Dragonstar after completing this exciting course that will reveal the inner workings of magick and universal wisdom. One-year course. Diploma issued after completion. — $100.00

Canadian & Foreign add $20 for shipping.

Timothy G. Beckley • 11 East 30th Street #4R • New York, New York 10016

SPECIAL: BOTH ITEMS THIS AD— LIFE STUDY COURSE AND BLESSING KIT JUST $180.00

SEALS OF THE SPIRITS
SAID TO BE THE MOST POWERFUL IN THE WORLD

Use the seals within this manuscript wisely, and all that you want shall be yours. Love – Luck – Prosperity – Power – Removal of Pain and Suffering – An End to Stress and Anxiety

THE BLACK PULLET (aka "The Hen With The Golden Egg") is one of the most powerful Gimoires. It is said to have brought immense riches to those that have ever so much as owned a copy down through the ages.

It was put onto parchment in the 18th Century by a French officer in Napoleon's army who was the only survivor in a battle against the Arabs. He was nourished back to health by an old Turkish hermit who takes the soldier inside a secret chamber, within one of the pyramids, and shows him an ancient manuscript containing magical spells for powerful rings, amulets and talismans. One of the most amazing magical properties claimed is the ability to produce the Black Pullet famous in fables, fairy tales and folklore. For whoever does so – or simply owns the manuscript -- will gain the unlimited prosperity of the Royal Court. Simply cut out the talismans – or make copies of them – and place them on your person or around your dwelling.

☐ Send for: THE BLACK PULLET. $12.00 + $5 S/H

☐ FOR ADDED BENEFITS: We recommend the "Third Pentacle of the Sun" Amulet that is said to triple the power of the spells in this and any of the other books advertised in this publication. Comes with a black satin cord. for $25.00.

Timothy G. Beckley • 11 East 30th Street #4R • New York, New York 10016

FROM INDEPENDENT PUBLISHER

Americans are slaves to Communist masters in Washington, D.C., and they will kill us before they will set us free.

https://www.amazon.com
dp/B085HP7PT1
$15.00 USD
PSYCHIC AND SPIRITUAL COUNSELOR

Check Off Desired Books
Order Books From Publisher,
Tim Beckley
Readings Only By Maria — Contact Directly

#1 — SUPERNATURAL WORDS OF POWER — $12.00
#2 — SEXY MEDIUM’S LOVE AND LUST SPELL BOOK — $12.00 #2X (#) ADD $30.00 FOR LOVE AND LUST SPELL KIT
#3 — BOOK OF COMMON PRAYERS — $15.00
#4 — EVOCATIONS TO EVOKE AND SUMMON SPIRITS — $12.00
#5 — RIDING THE WAVES OF TIME — $12.00
#6 — COMPLETE OILS AND SPIRITUAL OILS WORKBOOK A-Z — $18.00
#7 — OCCULT GRIMOIRE AND MAGICAL FORMULATORS — $20.00
#8 — YOUR PERSONAL MEGA POWER SPELLS FOR LOVE, LUCK, PROSPERITY — $20.00
#9 — SECRET OCCULT GALLERY AND SPELL CASTER — PLUS MARIA’S MOST POWERFUL SPELLS NEVER RELEASED BEFORE! — $22.00
#10 — SECRET Elixirs Of Life — Live Longer, Be Happy — $20.00
#11 — POSITIVE POSITIVE SPELL BOOK: ERASE ALL NEGATIVITY FROM LIFE — $22.00
#12 — ALADDIN’S LAMP MAGIC KIT AND BOOK — Summons all you desire with spells, good luck “lamp” with spiritual incense. — Book only, $12.00. Add $30.00 for kit.

— ALL BOOKS ABOVE, $149.00 + $12.00 S/H (Add extra for kits)
#13 — VIDEOS OF MARIA’S WORKSHOPS — 2 sets of DVDs. Covers 25 topics. — $30.00 + $5 S/H

Order The Above From:
Timothy G Beckley
11 East 30th Street, 4R, NY NY 10016

READINGS ONLY – CONTACT MARIA DIRECTLY – PHONE OR SKYPE.
631—559—1248
mdandrea10@gmail.com

— Order SPELLS WITH PLAYING CARDS
— $20 + $5 S/H
Add a deck of “Gypsy Witch Fortune-Telling Cards,” known world wide for their easiness to read in magical matters.

— Book and cards — $35.00 + $5 S/H

Timothy G Beckley, 11 East 30th Street, 4R, NY NY 10016

52 CARDS CAN RULE YOUR DESTINY!

CAST SPELLS AND SEE THE FUTURE WITH AN ORDINARY DECK OF PLAYING CARDS.
SUMMON UNSEEN POWERS

Inspired book describes the laying out of cards, combined with the use of candles, incense and recitation of “supernatural words” to do your bidding. Used for more than “games of chance!”

PUT YOUR COMPLETE RETURN ADDRESS ON YOUR ENVELOPE AND THIS ORDER FORM OR YOUR ORDER CANNOT BE PROCESSED.

Use This Order Form or Make a Photo Copy

PUBLISHER’S NOTE: This publication is issued on a frequent but non scheduled basis. It is supported solely by your purchases. To remain on our active list please make a purchase so we can continue in our efforts to make available publications and items found no where else. If you are writing titles on a sheet of paper please give exact title and issue number and page if possible.

Ordering Address: Timothy Beckley, 11 East 30th St., 4R, NY NY 10016. Pay Pal orders get preference and can be sent to our regular email address: MRUF08@hotmail.com. We also accept Visa, MC, Discover, Checks, Money Orders and Western Union. 24/7 credit card hot line: 646 331-6777 (speak clearly and leave all information. It’s a secure answering machine). Payment to Tim Beckley. My private cell phone is 646 331-6777 to leave a message. Allow time for delivery. Some items are special orders. No claims can be made. No refunds!

OVERSEAS AND FOREIGN POSTAGE HAS INCREASED

If you do not have a PayPal Account, we will simply send a PayPal Invoice to you and ship your order when payment is confirmed.

Shipping & Handling
1 to 2 Items—US $5.00
3 to 5 Items—US $8.00
6 Items or More—US $12.00

Some items cost more because they are heavy. Canadian & Foreign depends on weight (anywhere from $15 up). We will confirm exact figure if you have an e mail address. Small surcharge on credit cards overseas. Pay Pal is easiest. Sign up if you don’t have an account. Future issues may only be available on the net if we do not receive enough orders from this mailing. So sign up for our FREE pdf version at www.ConspiracyJournal.com and also receive our on line newsletters. In business since 1965. Thank you.

MAKE ALL PAYMENTS ONLY TO TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY

ITEMS REQUESTED (PLEASE PRINT TITLES CAREFULLY)

—— Money Order — Check — Other

Credit Card Number_________ Expires_________

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

E-mail__________________________ NJ residents sales tax 7%

Phone (helpful if we need to contact)__________________________ Total Enclosed__________
Stuart Swerdlow’s phenomenal text outlines a system of geometric and archetypal glyphs that enable people to comprehend mysteries that range from crop circles to the occult. It embraces topics such as color healing, dream analysis, numeric values and symbols, auric fields, and astral and hyperspace travel. The author pre-programs you for the height of health, spirituality, wealth and relationships.

**Kit includes multistone crystal wands — or “positive energy generators” as they are known — that can be used for healing, relaxation, stress, personal protection and are a powerful cleanser to remove negative emotions from your life by detoxifying the emotional body. Each wand is approximately 2” long, but may differ in size, color and quality.**

**SEND $85.00 + $10.00 S/H for “Healer’s Handbook,” Therapy Stones, and Audio CD On The Appropriate Use of Crystals.**

**MENTAL TELEPATHY CONTROL BOOK — $24.00 + $5 S/H**

Learn to control thought waves and mental whirlpools for your benefit. Step into the light and you are now in control of your life’s destiny. Big book gives all the details.

**LEARN TO BECOME INVISIBLE AND LEVITATE**

Simple Study Course With Invisibility Talisman

Secret Societies have long been practicing both invisibility and levitation as a matter of daily routine. We offer various techniques that really WORK, providing the reader with dozens of examples of How-To Training Course which takes the subject out of its mystical surroundings and places it in a scientific practical framework.

**“Invisibility And Levitation” book plus “Sun Seal Invisibility Talisman” — $39.95 plus $6 S/H**

**PENDULUM AND 3 DIFFERENT “RESPONSE CHARTS” — $20.00 + $5 S/H**

Pendulum style and setting may vary slightly from graphic.